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Death to Fascism
Louis Adamic’s Fight for Democracy
JOHN P. ENYEART
“This is a very important book. It challenges the emphasis in so much recent radical history on the centrality—for good or ill—of the Communist Party, and sees the broader left, of which Adamic was a leading member, as central. Readers will come to care about Adamic, his struggles, and even his contradictions.”—David Roediger, author of Class, Race, and Marxism
Paperback 978-0-252-08432-4. $25.00; E-book 978-0-252-05135-7. $19.95

To Live Here, You Have to Fight
How Women Led Appalachian Movements for Social Justice
JESSICA WILKERSON
“This book uncovers new links between mid-century social change movements and offers a critical reminder that the fire for justice smolders even when victories are few.”—Anne M. Valk, author of Radical Sisters: Second-Wave Feminism and Black Liberation in Washington, D.C.
280 pp. 6 x 9. 10 b & w photos. 2018.
Publication supported by a grant from the Howard D. and Marjorie I. Brooks Fund for Progressive Thought.

Dockworker Power
Race and Activism in Durban and the San Francisco Bay Area
PETER COLE
Brings to light surprising parallels in the experiences of dockers half a world away from each other. It also offers a new perspective on how workers can change their conditions and world.
320 pp. 6.125 x 9.25. 5 b & w photos, 5 line drawings, 2 maps. 2018.
Paperback 978-0-252-05082-4. $35.00; E-book 978-0-252-05089-3. $19.95
Publication supported by a grant from the Howard D. and Marjorie I. Brooks Fund for Progressive Thought.

Disruption in Detroit
Autoworkers and the Elusive Postwar Boom
DANIEL J. CLARK
“Exposes the myth of the prosperous postwar auto worker and deftly deals with the delicate interplay among larger national economic forces, auto industry and auto union policies, and the lives of those who labored and lived in the Motor City in the decade and a half after World War II.”—Stephen Meyer, author of Manhood on the Line: Working Class Masculinities in the American Heartland
Paperback 978-0-252-05070-9. $28.00; E-book 978-0-252-05075-6. $19.95

The World in a City
Multiethnic Radicalism in Early Twentieth-Century Los Angeles
DAVID M. STRUTHERS
“Struther’s mix of research and fluid storytelling takes us back to an era of soaring hopes and racial togetherness that, for a time, sustained a grand vision of a Los Angeles that might have been.”—Mike Davis, author of City of Quartz: Excavating the Future in Los Angeles
Paperback 978-0-252-04825-6. $28.00; E-book 978-0-252-05131-9. $19.95

Women Have Always Worked
A Concise History
Second Edition
ALICE KESSLER-HARRIS
“While adeptly covering centuries of women’s work, this wise and wide-ranging survey engages big questions about values in private and public life, and always keeps in view the range of life-situations among women of various descriptions. It is a treat to have this revised edition.”
—Nancy F. Cott, author of Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation
254 pp. 6 x 9. 76 b & w photos, 4 charts, 1 table. 2018.
Paperback 978-0-252-05082-4. $35.00; E-book 978-0-252-05089-3. $19.95

Labor’s Mind
A History of Working-Class Intellectual Life
TOBIAS HIGBIE
“Higbie makes the point that, contrary to widespread prejudices about working class intelligence, laborers were not blank slates. They often brought an enthusiasm, a determination to rise above injurious labels, and a sense of adventure. A valuable addition to a still under-researched topic.”—Laura Hapke, author of Labor’s Canvas: American Working-Class History and the WPA Art of the 1930s
Paperback 978-0-252-04802-7. $25.00; E-book 978-0-252-05109-8. $19.95
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Frontiers of Labor
Comparative Histories of the United States and Australia
EDITED BY GREG PATMORE AND SHELTON STROMQUIST
Transnational and comparative analyses explore five major areas: World War I’s impact on labor and socialist movements; the history of coerced labor; ethnic and class identification; working-class collective action; and trade union democracy and working-class politics.
Paperback 978-0-252-08345-7. $32.00; E-book 978-0-252-08050-3. $19.95

Remembering Lattimer
Labor, Migration, and Race in Pennsylvania Anthracite Country
PAUL A. SHACKEL
“Brings the tools of archaeology, ethnography, and history to bear on an important moment in US labor history to disclose how immigration, labor strife, and racial-ethnic discrimination were and continue to be at play.”—Robert Paynter, coeditor of Lines That Divide: Historical Archaeologies of Race, Class, and Gender
176 pp. 6 x 9. 21 b & w photos, 1 table. 2018.
Paperback 978-0-252-08086-8. $28.00; E-book 978-0-252-05079-2. $19.95

Labor Justice across the Americas
EDITED BY LEON FINK AND JUAN MANUEL PALACIO
“This is a fabulous book. As historians and social scientists return to the distributional dimensions of capitalist development, they should look closely at this anthology.”—Jeremy Adelman, author of Worldly Philosopher: The Odyssey of Albert O. Hirschman
300 pp. 6.125 x 9.25. 3 line drawings, 2 charts, 5 tables. 2018.
Paperback 978-0-252-08306-8. $35.00; E-book 978-0-252-05011-4. $30.00

Hillbilly Hellraisers
Federal Power and Populist Defiance in the Ozarks
J. BLAKE PERKINS
“Hillbilly Hellraisers challenges the seemingly uncontroversial claim that antigovernment sentiment has enjoyed exception continuity among rural working-class Americans.”—Journal of Appalachian Studies
Paperback 978-0-252-08289-4. $24.95; E-book 978-0-252-09997-7. $22.46
This project is supported in part by a grant from the Arkansas Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Sewing the Fabric of Statehood
Garment Unions, American Labor, and the Establishment of the State of Israel
ADAM M. HOWARD
A powerful account of the motivations and ideals that led American labor to forge its own foreign policy—and reshape both the postwar world and Jewish history.
Paperback 978-0-252-08301-3. $24.95; E-book 978-0-252-05006-0. $22.46

Teacher Strike!
Public Education and the Making of a New American Political Order
JON SHELTON
“An important book both historiographically and in terms of its relevance to our own times. It deserves a wide readership and thoughtful discussion of its argument.”—Missouri Historical Review
Paperback 978-0-252-08236-8. $27.95; E-book 978-0-252-09937-3. $25.16
First Book Award, International Standing Conference for the History of Education

Against Labor
How U.S. Employers Organized to Defeat Union Activism
EDITED BY ROSEMARY FEURER AND CHAD PEARSON
“These essays make one thing quite clear: the existential threat that US unions currently face has been building for decades”—Social History
Paperback 978-0-252-08338-9. $28.00; E-book 978-0-252-09931-9. $19.95

Making the World Safe for Workers
Labor, the Left, and Wilsonian Internationalism
ELIZABETH MCKILLEN
“McKilren shows the strength of the antiwar impulses within American labor. An important breakthrough.”—Journal of American History
“An enlightening study of an undeservedly forgotten chapter in modern history.”—Labour/Le Travail
Paperback 978-0-252-08338-9. $28.00; E-book 978-0-252-09513-9. $19.95

This project is supported in part by a grant from the Arkansas Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities.